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Visitors to Fiji may encounter a large frog, often 
within a few minutes of leaving the terminal 
if they arrived at night. Some resorts even 
organize frog races, where the excitement 
levels seem to rival that of the Melbourne Cup. 
But these aren’t frogs and they don’t belong in 
Fiji. These somewhat sinister interlopers were 
introduced, ostensibly to control pests in the 
cane fields, but they eat as many beneficial as 
harmful insects. Often called the cane toad 
or marine toad, most biologists go with giant 
toad. In their native Central america they do 

grow to large size – a kilogram is not unusual. 
In australia, where they are still expanding 
their range, even larger specimens have been 
collected.
Giant toads possess poison glands just behind 
the eye. When threatened they secrete a 
milky substance from these glands which is 
highly toxic if ingested. It is this toxin that is 
responsible for deaths of many australian 
predators which had not encountered the toad 
previously. We don’t have enough information 
to know about their impact in Fiji.
Like most amphibia the giant toad lays strings 
of eggs in suitable pools of water where they 

hatch into tadpoles before metamorphosing 
and making their way onto land. The eggs and 
the tadpoles share some of the toxic nature of 
their parents and there is a case on record of 
several people dying after making a soup out 
of the eggs.
What most visitors to Fiji will never see (unless 
they visit the Kula Ecopark) are Fiji’s own frogs. 
Indeed, few city dwellers in Fiji even know they 
exist, although villagers are well acquainted 
with them. There are two species, named 
with very little originality, the tree frog and the 
ground frog. The tree frog (known scientifically 
as Cornifer vitiensis) is relatively common 
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if you know where to look. Occurring on Viti 
Levu, Vanua Levu, Taveuni and Ovalau it is 
most easily found in the leaf axils of streamside 
pandanus plants. But it also lives on epiphytes 
and may range high into the canopy. Maximum 
body length is around 75mm for the females 
while males are considerably smaller. The tree 
frog is highly variable with colors ranging from 
a grey-brown through bright orange or yellow. 
Some possess cream or yellow mid-dorsal 
stripes. They easily distinguished from the 
ground frog by their possession of large discs 
at the end of their fingers which will allow them 
to climb on glass!
The ground frogs (Cornufer vitianus – dreli in 

Fijian) are not as numerous and are mostly 
restricted to mongoose-free islands. Their 
stronghold appears to be Taveuni, where 
they are reasonably common. They grow to 
considerable size – large females can reach 
110 mm. despite the name, ground frog, they 
may be seen in low bushes, by stream edges 
and even on the beach on Viwa Island where 
one specimen I collected had eaten a crab! 
Most individuals have a small white spot on the 
shoulder or a thin white stripe that runs down 
the center of the body. Recently an expedition 
organized by natureFiji found a population of 
ground frogs on the main island of Viti Levu.
What makes both of these frogs extra special, 

apart from the fact they are only found in Fiji 
is that they don’t lay their eggs in water and 
they don’t have a tadpole stage. Eggs are laid in 
dark, moist places, under logs for the ground 
frog, and typically in leaf axils for the tree 
frogs. Ground frog clutches can be up to 40 
while tree frogs produce fewer and their eggs 
are marginally smaller than the ground frog. 
Incubation is around a month in both species. 
young frogs fight their way out of the egg and 
take up an independent existence, surviving 
for some days on the remnants of their yolk.
These delightful creatures are one of Fiji’s 
treasures and need to be looked after.
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